The Compass Headwall System was designed by Herman Miller Healthcare. This headwall system assists in the ongoing challenge in managing healthcare facility growth and renovation; While treatment and care processes continually evolve, many healthcare spaces are unable to adapt. Compass is a system of interchangeable components for patient and exam rooms. The system easily integrates patient centered features such as storage, lighting, medical services, electrical and telecommunication services, sinks, work surfaces and a variety of accessories and technology support.

Features

- Shingled seams for infection prevention
- Integral backsplashes
- Aesthetically pleasing shelving and storage
- Components are easily removed, rearranged and repurposed
- Pre-piped and Pre-wired for ease of installation
- A variety of materials and finishes to suit any aesthetic
- For more information, on the Complete Compass Solution, please visit http://www.hermanmiller.com/products/healing-spaces/systems/compass-system.html
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